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Introduction
• “Never let a good crisis go to waste”.
Winston Churchill…or Saul Alinsky…or someone else
• Crisis moments as critical junctures for progressive transformation
• After terrible human suffering perhaps systemic progress
• World War 2 and creation of UN, ‘welfare states’, decolonisation
• World War 1 and more egalitarian capitalism in HICs
• The Black Death and rise of peasant movements, wages, challenges
to monarchy/aristocracy…seeds of democracy

2020 - Good, bad and ugly scenarios?
• Coronavirus pandemic created a crisis in 2020
• Alongside it was the Climate Change Crisis facing COP26
• Twin crises – double the opportunity for transformation?
• Hulme and Horner (2020) –Ugly, Bad and Good Scenarios?
• Here I update the scenarios - look at the evidence

Global scenarios…vast canvas!
• Vast theoretical canvas – global governance, capitalist evolution,
international social norms
• Vast empirical canvas…and changing rapidly…’C19 waves’!
• Contrasting crises
• Coronavirus as urgent, visual/photogenic, identifiable ‘victims’
• Climate change as evolving, causally challenged, complex
• Other crises – Yemen, Syria, Afghanistan, Ethiopia, Sahel…

The Good Scenario
• Coronavirus is recognised as a global health problem
• “We are all in this together”…nationally and internationally

• Increased demand for global public goods – data, public investment in testing
and vaccine development, public understanding
• Harnessing together Covid-19 and Climate Change Crises-COP2020?
• Need for effective multilateral action - cooperation
• Need for effective national action - cooperation
• Solidarity fosters transformation

Bad Scenario: unsustainable/unequal world
• Economic and mortality recovery from C19 but no transformation
• Back to 2019 international political economy
• Transition to low carbon and egalitarian world is wasted
• Climate change and global health are seen as problematic but action
is slow…global leadership is lacking
• Unsustainable world – warming, biodiversity loss, pollution
• Inequality continues to rise within countries
• Polarisation continues (the 1% or 0.1%, political control)
• Left behind politics – nationalism, division, anti-migrant, anti-social

Ugly Scenario: global breakdown
• Coronavirus cannot be managed – raised mortality continues
• Consequences of C19 cause global collapse – global negative growth,
mega-depression, collapse of health services, political breakdown
• Another crisis amplifies coronavirus impacts
• Simultaneous new crises… global financial meltdown (again), internet
collapses, satellites hit, banking platforms malfunction
• Global Trumpism…me, me, me…me first ideological ascendancy
• Back in 2020 I thought the ugly scenario was not unlikely (NZ$)

What’s happened?
• I was wrong about possibility of global breakdown (ugly)…to date
• Some evidence to support good scenario
• Evidence to support bad scenario – recovery but business as usual
• A rapid look at some of the evidence

Good scenario…evidence
• Technological advance – vaccinations in months not years
• COP 26 – advances on Paris Agreement
• Global Keynesianism…? Global minimum corporate taxation?
• Social protection as an essential policy everywhere
• Covax – an essential institution (after a slow start)?
• Common prosperity – President Xi focuses on reducing inequality
• Big Pharma’s conscience – Astra-Zeneca forgoes pandemic profit?
• UN re-energised – Summit of the Future(2023), World Social Summit
(2025)

Bad Scenario…evidence
• Vaccine inequality/vaccine nationalism – Nigeria 3%, LICs 6%, Bdesh 36%,
India 56%, USA 69%, UK 75%,China 85%...more Mutants!!
• Infodemic – war on science…systematic undermining increases
• Bad innovation – increased financial scamming, false C19 cures
• Climate change – COP 26: coal ‘phasing out’ to ‘phasing down’; President
Xi not attend; fossil fuel lobbyists largest ‘civil society’ group in Glasgow
• IPR – no significant changes to patents, IPR frameworks…monopoly!
• Corporate tax – escapes its contribution as OECD ‘pretend’ reforms
• Nationalism – political leaders and public: USA/Republicans, UK etc
• Politics of division – ‘traitors, enemies, patriots…with us or against us’

Bad Scenario…theory
• Economic practice - business as usual. Neo-liberal norms…short-term
profit maximisation, monopoly, tax avoidance, philanthropy as cover.
Inequality soars (Piketty)…polarisation as capital outpaces labour
• Bezos - $100K increased assets per employee 2020…Nomadland!
• Political ideology – nationalism dominates (Gordon Brown). From
authoritarianism to dictatorship. From ‘loyal opposition to enemy’ in
democracies.
• Social norms – shelterism, me first, ‘if you don’t like it go back to your
country’, social media silos

Conclusion 1 – pessimism or optimism?
• I think the evidence points to Hulme and Horner’s Bad Scenario
• Business as usual continues
• Richard Haass (US Council For Rels): “The pandemic will accelerate
history rather than reshape it” (2020).
• Dani Rodrik : “The crisis…is likely to intensify and entrench existing
trends” (2020).
• Despair…and paralysis?
• Pessimism of the intellect and optimism of the will? (Gramsci??)

Conclusion 2 – Ways forward?
• NARRATIVE – nationalists/populists have developed an effective
political narrative. Help develop an alternative…intellectually valid but
contributing to public understanding (what ‘socialism’ used to do).
• MEASURES – continued efforts to move beyond GDP growth/GDP per
capita to better measures…human development, inequality-adjusted
growth (Diana Coyle).
• INFORMATION NOT INFODEMIC – Bangladesh has done well. Less
vaccine hesitancy than USA. Extend this public understanding globally.
• INSTITUTIONAL CHANGE – Bangladesh led in V20 creation. As an
emerging middle-power it can advance climate justice multilateralism.

Thank-you. Any questions?

